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LITERARY CLUB PAPERS   SEPTEMBER 2006 - JUNE 2009 
 

ALPHABETICAL BY AUTHOR 
 

 
Aiken, Scott A. 

Biography (Jeremiah Morrow: A principal and principled founder of Ohio) 
 “I Know No Master" 10/16/06 
 
 Social/Political Commentary (Parallels between the U.S. in the 1850’s and today:  
  economic crisis, immigration furor and division over whether the federal   
  government should or should not intervene in social and economic affairs) 
 “Creber Porcellis Africus”, 3/9/09 
 
Anderson, Irvine H. 
 
Andress, Frank J. 
 Personal Well-Being (Financial advice) 
 "What My Grandchildren Need to Know About Saving and Investment), 12/11/06 
 
 History, Social/Political Commentary (Causes and events leading to the financial collapse 
  of 2008) 
 “Why the Chickens Have Come Home! Where To From Here?”, 12/15/08 
 
Asblury, Taylor 
 Biography (Eslie Asbury: Greatly influential in medicine, civic affairs, horse  
  breeding, professional baseball; and  patriarch for many years of the  
  Literary Club) 

“As as As Was”, 3/31/08 
 
Aug, J. Vincent, Jr. 
 Social/Political Commentary (Science, unscientific science, fraud science, and  
  "expert" court testimony) 
 "Who Do Voodo", 2/5/07 
 
Barrett, C. Francis 
  Social/Political Commentary (Why Pete Rose should and should not be allowed  
  into the Baseball Hall of Fame) 
 "The Hall", 10/23/06 
 
 Social/Political Commentary (The role the friendship between Eugene RuehlmanN and  
  Mike Brown, both honorable men, played in the disastrous contract between the  
  county and the Bengals concerning Paul Brown Stadium) 
 “A Friend in Need”, 3/16/09 
 
Bennett, Thomas P. 
 Personal Recreation and Well-Being (Fictional  account of a sail boat excursion, with  
  much technical terminology) 
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 “On the Water”, budget 1/26/09 
 
Black, David D. 
 Science/Technology (River barriers against tidal surges, tidal electric generators) 
 "Wrong Way" 11/3/06 
 
 Religion (Contradictions between radical Islamic  practice and what the Koran   
   prescribes) 

Social/Political Commentary (How a federal prosecutor used drug laws to deprive a  
  physician of  his medical license, all of is assets, his ability to defend himself  
  in court, and effectively  his freedom for the rest of his life) 

“Two Questions”, 9/22/08 
 
Block, Stanley L. 
 Medicine (19th century feral child, the “Wild boy of Aveyron”: discovery; attempts to  
  deal with him; consequent development of programs for treating “idiot” children, 
  culminating in the methods of  Eduard Seguin, which in turn influenced modern  
  methods of teaching retarded children ) 
 “Seguuin”, 5/11/09 
 
Brackett, John K. 
 Fiction (Broken love, loneliness, and racial violence for a black sharecropper) 
 "The Blues", budget 11/27/06 
 
 Original Poetry/Prosetry (An ill-fated pair of lovers travel through the African jungle  
  toward  projected freedom from the treatment by men of women as lower  
  animals, observing examples of such treatment along the way.  An allegory of  
  blacks in America.) 
  “Guanya Pau: The Legend of an African Princess”, 2/16/09 
 
Bridgeland, James R., Jr. 
 Art/Architecture (Looking at paintings, not aesthetically for the feelings they arouse, but  
  intellectually as sources of information about life),  
  Biography (Paul Cezanne: life, artistic style, influence)  

“Negative Capability”, 9/15/08 
 
Briggs, Henry P. 
 Biography (The ASTP of  WWII, his brother Stewie, killed in the war, and  
  George C. Marshall) 
 Sacrifice, Stewie, and Marshall ", 11/5/07 
 
Burdell, Edward L. 
 Sports (The autographs of Ewell Blackwell, “Happy” Chandler, and Babe Ruth on a  
  baseball give rise to biographical vignettes of those legendary baseball figures  
  and their connection to  Cincinnati in the summer of 1947) 
 “It’s All About the Ball”, 3/2/09 
 
Burleigh, William R. 
 History (Building the nuclear facilities at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and producing t 
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  he first atomic bomb during WWII) 
 “Secret City”, 1/14/08 
 
 Science (The Ivory Billed Woodpecker: description, abilities, specialized habitat,  
  presumed extinction due to destruction of habitat and insatiable collection of  
  carcasses by ornithologists, and possible but disputed recent sightings) 
 “Have You Seen Elvis?”, 4/27/09 
 
Caldwell , John D. 
 Autobiography (Boyhood country drives with Aunt Kate and the purchase of an   
  antique  table) 
 “The Table”, budget  9/25/06 
 
Campbell, John L. 
 History (Reluctant Revolutionary War cooperation between generals Anderson,  
  Wayne, and Lafayette) 
 "Ego", budget 2/26/07 
 
 Original Poetry/Prosetry (What makes a boy play football?) 
 "The Question", budget 2/26/07 
 
 Social/Political Commentary (A father's reaction to a teen age daughter: an  
  exclamation) 
 "The Challenge", budget 2/26/07 
 
Carey, G. Gibson IV 
 Biography (His father, a professional African big game hunter in the 1920's and  
  30's) 
 "Big Game", 11/20/06 
 
 Humor (Changing a box of P&G cake mix into a raging gorilla) 
 "Helzer  Redix", Trustee Holiday Paper, 12/18/06 
 
 Autobiography, Humor (An in-car briefcase fight between members of a car pool) 

“Peace on Earth”, Trustee Holiday Paper, 12/17/07 
 

Humor (Situations, some pleasant but most irritating, in which Yogi Berra”s p 
  hrase is appropriate) 

 “Deja Vu All Over Again”, budget 2/25/08 
 
Autobiography, Social/Political Commentary (Not helping a homeless man leads to  

  volunteering at the Free Store/?Food Bank.  Steve Gibbs, the energy behind the  
  development of the Free Store/Food Bank. Its services, continuing and new) 

“The Homeless Man”, Trustee Holiday paper, 12/22/08 
 

Personal Recreation and Well-Being (The pleasures of canoeing.  Canoe making from 
 birch bark to plastic) 
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 “Messing About”, budget 1/26/09 
 
 Biography (Catherine de Medici, Queen of France, mother of 3 succeeding kings, who  
  created  French cuisine, introduced the fork and graceful table settings, raised  
  women to adornment status, and otherwise helped bring the Renaissance to  
  France) 

“Queen of the Fork”, budget 3/30/09 
 
 Humor (A cautionary tale: The author and a friend embark on the business of   
  manufacturing the world’s finest  shotgun, with product success and  
  mafia-scented financial disaster) 

“The Cobbler’s Last”, 5/4/09 
 
Carothers, Charles O. 
 
Cave, David 
 Miscellaneous  (The value and uses of imagination) 
 "What Are We Doing Here? A Paean", 1/8/07 
 
Christenson, Gordon A. 
 Biography (Margaret Holloman, portrayed through Christmas conversation and  
  activity) 
 "Margaret's Christmas Tree", Trustee Holiday paper, 12/18/06 
 
 Literary Club (Historical development of permanent archival copies of papers, a 
  nd the  importance of such copies against ephemeral memories of spoken  
  presentations) 
 "From the Outside In", President's Anniversary Banquet paper, 10/29/07 
 
Christopherson, Archiie J. 
 History (The conviction for aspiring to tyranny of Spurius Cassius in 485 B.C.  
  Rome and the growing attempts by the Patricians to gain political   
  hegemony  versus the  Plebians) 

“An Unsung Hero of Early Rome”, budget 1/28/08 
 
 Fiction (A man’s life is seized and destroyed by an intense sexual passion) 
  “Love and Hate: Ben’s Case”, 1/19/09  
 
Coleman, E. Pope 
 History (Of Bourbon whiskey) 
 "Red Whiskey", 11/6/06 
 
Covatta, Anthony G. 

History, Autobiography (Three accounts of how men, in the face of   
  overwhelming enemy  forces, turned military defect into a highgr order  
  victory: Xenophon and thm  Greeks n Persia, U.S. marines at Chosin  
  Reservoir during the  Korean War, and t he author at age 8 in d dirt  
  clod throwing battle.) 
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“We Hawe Done What Men Can, We Have Done What Men Must”, 6/9/08     
 
Curry, Herbert F. 
 Biography (Audie Murphy) 
 "The Wounded Carbine", 1/22/07 
 
Davis, Frank G. 
 
Davis, Leland 
 Personal Well-Being (At age 85, a resolution made to lead a relaxed, unfretting  
  life, enjoying each moment as it comes instead of worrying about the  
  next;.  Many  quotations supporting such a life) 

“Miles to Go”, 6/2/08 
 
Diehl, John A. 
 Literary Club (Famous visitors to the Club from Ralph Waldo Emerson to Alex  
   Haley) 
  "A Galaxy of Guests", Historian's Anniversary Banquet paper, 10/30/06 
 
 Literary Club (Woody Garber's purchase of wine for the sesquicentennial   
  banquet, its  disappearance, and replacement at great expense by George  
  Rieveschl) 

The Wayward Wine for Ninety-Nine", Historian's Anniversary Banquet  paper,  
  10/29/07 
 
 Literary Club (19th century members Thomas Buchanan Read and James Murdoch; and  
  the writing and first reading, both in Cincinnati,  of Read’s poem  “Sheridan’s  
  Ride” in 1864) 
 History (General Philip Sheridan’s emergency dash by railroad engine from Washington  
  to Winchester, and gallop, celebrated in the poem “Sheridan’s Ride”, from  
  Winchester to  the battlefield of Cedar Creek) 
 “The Gallop to Glory”, Historian’s Anniversary Banquet paper, 10/27/08 
 
 
Dorsey, Robert W. 

History (Of flags and their relation to war, especially the U.S. Civil War.  Discussion of t
 he Burnet Rifles and its flag folded and framed in the Literary Club; prospects for 
 its renovation)  
“Rally”, President’s Anniversary Banquet paper, 10/27/08 

 
Durham, James E.  
 Fiction (Encountering weres and finding oneself one of them.  Weres are the race  
  of which werewolves are the criminal element.) 
 "Thor's Story", budget 9/25/06 
 
 Fiction (Mark Twain and Ambrose Beirce have an hallucination of 2006 San  
  Francisco) 
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 "Never the Twain", budget 1/29/07 
 
 History (The men who conceived ad financed, and some who participated in, the   
  founding of Jamestown Virginia.  Pocahontas as tribal leader handling foreign  
  affairs.) 
 “In Appreciation or Apologies to William Shakespeare”, 3/23/09 
 
Edmundson, David G. 
 Music (Mid-20th century "country" music as a descendant of the 19th century  
  minstrel shows combined with folk ballad nostalgia for a time and place  
  which never  really existed) 
 "Oh! The Night That I Struck New York", 11/12/07 
 
Eynon, Ernest A. II 
 Art/Architecture (The private, and almost secret, Albert Barnes collection of 19th  
  and 20th century paintings: its history entwined with Barnes’ life, his rigid 
  control of it, and posthumous legal machinations over it) 

“Seeing Art”, 5/5/08 
 
Faaborg, Robert W. 
 History (Attitudes and laws concerning usury from Plato to the present) 
 Social/Political Commentary (Effects of credit card debt and high college   
  expenses upon student lives and education choices) 
 "Nor a Lender Be", 12/4/06 
 
 Social/Political Commentary (History and present statue of the doctrine that a jury has a  
  constitutional right to disregard the law and bring a verdict based on justice as  
  understood by the local community) 

“The Very Palladium of Free Government”, 6/8/09 
 
Fitzgerald, James T. 

Art/Architecture (Finding Zaha Hadid to be the architect of the Contemporary  
  Arts Center Building at 6th and Walnut Streets) 

“The Diva”, 1/21/08 
 
Flessa, Herbert C. 
 
Fletcher, Kingston 
 Biography (His ancestors, especially Grandfather Albert) 
 "But Wheere's Aalbert", 1/15/07 
 
 Autobiography (Amusing anecdotes involving problems conducting Procter and Gamble 
 business in various foreign countries) 

“Gullible’s Travels”, 6/1/09 
 
Flick, Russell Dale 
 Autobiography (Friendship at age 10 with a 102 year old black lady) 
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 "Memories of Old Bessie", budget 1/29/07 
 
 Histoory (The collision of the Stockholm and the Andrea Doria, the sinking of the Doria,  
  and facts revealed in subsequent court hearings) 
 “How Could This Happen?”, 12/1/p08 
 
Franz, Paul A. 
 Language/Linguistics (Origin of "The perfect is the enemy of the good." 
 "The Enemy of the Good", budget 2/26/07 
 
 Biography (Two biographies in contrast: Thomas More, who sacrificed position and life  
  for a principle, and Charles Maurice Talleyrand, who sacrificed all principle for  
  position and wealth, raising the question, which man, if either, can be called a  
  “hero of selfhood”) 
 “More … and Less”, 11/17/08 
 
Friedlander, William A. 
 Biography (The Medici family: origin, sources of wealth. and patronage of artists which  
  largely  fueled the Renaissance.  Special attention to Lorenzo de Medici,called  
  “The Magnificent”) 

 “Il Magnifico”, budget   3/30/09 
 
Gass, Richard G. 
 Fiction (A dean’s decision to eliminate a department because of financial exigncy turns  
  deadly) 
 “The Maine Event”, budget 11/24/08 
 
Gatch, Lewis 
 Biography (Gatch family history. His father's successful investment policy) 
 "Guess What Dad Did!", 10/15/087 
 
Geier, Otto P., Jr. 
 Social/Political Commentary (Areas which Americans are becoming unable to handle,  
  principally: economics, from not learning from the past; education, from letting  
  digital training supplant content learning  
 “The Age of Dysfunction”, budget 2/23/09 
 
Gleason, Edward S. 
 "Coincidence", 10/8/07 
 Religion (The nature and ubiquitous appropriateness of prayer) 
 
Greengus, Samuel 
 Biography (Signumd Altheimer: scholar and cuneiform expert) 
“There Were Giants”, 3/10/08 
 
Hait, Richard S. 
 History (The Constitutional status of U.S. Vice Presidents, and the roles, if any,  
  they have played in government) 
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 "The 12th and the 25th", 10/2/06 
 
Hall, Virginius C. 
 History (The origin by Rosee in 1652 of London coffee houses, their social  
  effects, and the lliterary and financial institutions they spawned) 
 "A Club Tie for Pasqua Rosee" 5/14/07 
 
Harwood, Britton J. 

Social/Political Commentary (Cultural and calendar similarities between English  
  law courts and academic institutions. A plea for a return to the medieval  
  disputation method of teaching.) 
 "The First Monday in October", budget 9/24/07 
  
 Literary Commentary (Differences in the griefs that led tw professors to weep in  
  class) 
 "Two Who Wept", budget 9/24/07 
 
Herz, Walter P. 
 History (The 19th century public and legal battles over daily Bible reading <King  
  James  version> and related hymn singing in the Cincinnati Public   
  Schools) 

“Eighth and Plum”, 2/11/08 
 
Horwitz, Harry 
 
Howell, Gareth 
 Religion, History, Literary Commentary, (Wales: it's religious tradition, its roles  
  in British and American history, its literature and literary influence) 
 "A Memorable Honour", 12/3/07 
 
Judd, Charles 
 Social/Political Commentary (Where and why democracy has appeared and where 
  and why it has not) 
 "Does Democracy Change Us?", budget 1/29/07 
 
 Language/Lingistics (Common colloquial phrases) 
 "Everyday Wisdom", budget 1/29/07 
 
Keating, William 
 History (The Associated Press) 
 "AP: A Portal to the World", 3/5/07 
 
Kesterman, Richard R. 
 History (Of the land which is now Lytle Park, 1795 to the present: successive owners,  
  divisions, and combinations of the land) 
 “Meet the Neighbors”, 11/3/08 
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Knowles, Emerson 
 Autobiography (Lessons for life learned while struggling with the trauma of his  
  wife's stroke, especially the value of small kindnesses) 
 "Lessons Learned", 10/22/07     
 
Kremzar, Michael H. 
 History (St. Crispin's Day of Henry V fame, and the cobbler brothers Sts. Crispin  
  and Crispinian) 
 "The Cobblers", budget 4/30/07 
 

History (How the death of Baron von Richtoven, a.k.a. the Red Baron, in wwI led 
t  o Germany’s  defeat in WWII) 

“Three Aces”, 12/10/07 
 
Levy, Nodrman A. 
 Humor, Original Poetry/Prosetry (Verses occasioned by recent headlines, 7th  
  edition; Poems descriptive of Hilton Head Island) 
“ Seven Come Eleven”, 3/17/08 
 
Lindy, Jacob D. 
 Autobiography  (Experiences, told by himself and a partially fictional Yiddish  
  book collector, tracing a childhood memory of how a pogram in the  
  Russian Pale and later traumas in the 20th century affected the lives of  
  contemporary East European therapists and 4 generations of his own  
  family) 

“Smudge”, 2/18/08 
 
Lorman, Thomas A. 
 Social/Political Commentary (The lapel poppy and memorializing war dead) 
 "They Shall Remember", budget 11/27/06 
  
 History (Of Transylvania) 

“Transhylvania”, 4/7/08 
 
Lowry, Peter H. 
 History (The ancient Assyrian army’s supply system; the spring and aqueduct through  
  solid rock which saved Jerusalem from the Assyrian siege) 
  “The Water, the Tunnel, and History”, 4/6/09 
 
MacLeod, John A. 
 
Matthews, Jeffrey B. 
 Autobiography (Teenage absorption with chess), History (Of chess and chess  
  players) 
  “Beating Mr. Turner,  9/18/06 
 
Maxwell, Stewart Shillito 
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 Art/Architecture (The John Shillito mansion, "Highland Terrace", completed  
  1866, demolished 1967 
 "The Search", 2/19/07 
 
Mayfield, Frank H., Jr. 
 Biography (Two biographies: Sinclair Lewis, Frank H:. Mayfield, Sr; with an implied  
  analogy between the ideals of Lewis’ fictional Dr. Arrowsmith and the real life  
  Dr. Mayfield) 

Literary Commentary (The writing of Sinclair Lewis, especially the novel Arrowsmith) 
“ Among Those of Un-Measured Merriment”, 10/6/08 
 
McDonough, John J. 
 
McGavran, Frederick J. 
 Fiction (A man has Dickens reminiscent [dreams? visions brought by St.   
  Matthew? ] of his own past, present, and future, as Matthew's account of  
  Joseph's angel messenger dreams is portrayed at a Christmas pageant) 
 "Joseph's Dreams", Trustee Holiday Paper, 12/18/06 
 
 Fiction (Murder most subtle.  See Act 1 by Joseph Tomain and Act 2 by Albert  
   Pyle) 
 "A Death at the Club, Act 3)", budget 3/26/07 
 
 Fiction, Humor (Family consternation when the husband/father comes back to life 
  after 5  years dead) 
 "The Resurrection of Nelson Campbell", budget  11/26/07 
 

Fiction (The lives of residents of a retirement home merge with the Christmas  
  story through a Christmas pageant) 

“A Descant for St. Simeon”, Trustee Holiday Paper, 12/17/07 
 
Social/Political Commentary (Personal ads in newspapers and magazines from the 18th  

  century to the present) 
“ISO or Lay Down I Think I Love You”, budget 9/29/08 

 
History (The attempt by two Puerto Rican nationalists to assassinate President Truman at  

  Blair House, on November 1, 1950) 
“The Gunfight”, budget 9/29/08 
 
Fiction (Scarab jewelry taken from the body of Rameses II, the Pharoah of the Passover  

  and the  Exodus, brings eternal life, of a sort, first-born death, a tricky bequest,  
  and murder in  contemporary America) 

 “The Pennington Scarabs”, 12/8/p8 
 

 Fiction (A trust beneficiary’s high expectations are threatened by sperm his deceased  
  brother  had surreptitiously sent to India to produce multiple trust sharing  
  offspring) 
  “Pradna Singit and the Massacre of the Innocents”, Trustee Holiday  paper, 12/22/08 
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Meranus, Leonard S. 
 History (Charles Wilson Tennett, alias Herbert C. Engel, alias etc., etc; con man   
  supreme. His operations throughout the country, and, most especially, those in  
  Cincinnati during the 1950’s. Current location unknown.) 
  “If At First…”, 10/20/08 
 
Miller, Christian 
 Autobiography (Experiences of youth and early adulthood tied to cars he owned) 
 "Kartok", 5/21/07 
 
Miller, Orloff G. 
 
Murray, James M. 
 Autobiography (Teen years in what was to become "Silicon Valley"; and putting  
  the complete works of J.S. Bach on an0IPod) 
 Social/Political Commentary (The role, historic stature, and genius of Steve Jobs  
  in creating the computer civilization) 
 "Backpodding", 4/23/07 
 
 Fiction (A championship football coach, thinking about what football has done for and to  
  his life, is suddenly faced with what it might do)  
 “Championship Season”, budget 11/24/08 
 
Myers, James N. 
 Fiction (The author imaginatively befriends and thereby helps an evil smelling, homeless  
  man who, when eventually washed, turns out to be young, well-educated,  
  crotchety, and maladjusted socially) 

“Man About Town”, 5/18/09 
 
Newrock, Richard S. 

Social/Political Commentary (The irrationality of not constantly expecting events and  
  consequences unpredictable or even unimaginable on the basis of past   
  experience) 
 “Black Swans”, 2/2/09 
 
Petrie, Bruce I. 
 Biography (Charles Darwin: his life including the Beagle voyage, intellectual antecedents 
   and theological consequences of his ideas) 
 “A New Adam? A New Eve?”, 11/10/08 
 
Porter, Harold G. 

Social/Political Commentary, Religion/Religion Related (The place and value of 
 religious convictions yn a    seculaar governed society) 

 "Lincoln and Leviticus", 3/12/07 
 
 Religion/Religion Related (Thoughts related to the role of Santa Claus in Christmas) 

“To Canonize or Not?”, Trustee Holiday Paper, 12/17/07 
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 Religion/Religion Related (Astrology and the Magi of Jesus’ time.  The Christmas story  
  of the Three Wise Men (Magi): the expansion of the story through subsequent  
  centuries, and its changing depiction in art) 
  “As Above, So Below”, Trustee Holiday paper, 12/22/08 
 
Pratt, William G., Jr. 
 Literary Commentary (Comments on the novels  of William Faulkner.  Analysis of the  
  poetry of Ezra Pound, and his influence on 20th century poetry and literature) 
 Autobiography (Meeting William Faulkner and Ezra Pound) 
 “I Don’t Know Much About Books”, 4/20/09 
 
Prince, Louis M. 
 Fiction (Wrong decision by young lieutenant lets Germans break through   
  American defense line in North Africa) 
 "The Short Decision", budget 11/26/07 
 
Pyle, Albert 
 Literary Commentary (The turgidly boring Chicago Tribune and Christian   
  Century in spite of mid 20th century.  The survival of books in spite of  
  devouring electronics) 
 “A Good Read”, budget  9/25/06 
 
 Biography (Ross Feld: poet, novelist, and friend) 
 "Only Shorter", 2/12/07 
 
 Fiction (Murder mosst subtle.  See Act 1 by Joseph Tomain and Act 3 by   
  Frederick McGavran) 
 "A Death at the Club, Act 2", budget 3/26/07 
 
 Humor (Swimming as a way of escaping his father’s demanding  hand) 

Personal Recreation and Well-Being (Swimming, learning to row, and staring to learn to  
  sail as exercise) 

“On the Water”, budget 1/26/09 
 
Reichert, David 
 Biography (Painter Julian Stanczek) 
 "The Frosty Glitter of a Cold Light", 10/107  
  (Slightly revised version of a paper first read on March 19, 1973.  Read  
  again in connection with an exhibition of the painter's work at the   
  Contemporary Arts Center and the dedication of his mural  on the  Fifth  
  Third Bank Building on 6th Street) 
 
 Art/Architecture (Abstract Expressionism: its history, and the influence of Peggy   
  Guggenheim on its establishment as a major school of painting) 

“Modern Medici”, budget 3/30/09  
 
Schreier, Arnold 
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 Autobiography (Family celebrations of the Passover Seder) 
 "A Family Affair with Wine", budget 4/30/07 
 
 Biography (Grigory Rasputin, as a man and as cause of fall of the Romanov  
  dynasty) 

“The Man From Tobolsk”, budget 1/28l/08 
 
Sena, William T. 
 Social/Political Commentary (China’s social and economic revolution of the last 30  
  years: causes,  changes, and domestic and world-wide effects) 
 “The Dragon Awakens”, 10/13/008 
 
Shortt, Paul 
 Art/Architecture "A shy, brilliant, unrecognized designer and his remarkable  
  model of a building recollecting the 19th century slave trade) 
 "Shyman", 5/7/07 
 
Silberstein, Edward B. 
 History (Origin and development of the concept of zero) 
  "Nothing", 10/9/06 
 
 Literary Commentary (Nursery rhymes: their history, alleged origins, and attractiveness  
  to children) 

“What Ava Knew”, 2/9/09 
 
Sittenfeld, Paul G. 
 Art/Architecture (Print making in general, and the influence of Tatyana Grosman on the  
  art form and artists in the latter part of the 20th century.  The author’s experiences 
  as a buyer and seller of prints from the Grosman workshop.) 
 “Tatyana”, 1/5/09 
 
Smith, Robert 
 Literary Commentary (The life and poetry of Seamus Justin Heaney), Original  
   Poetry/Prosetry 

“District and Circle”, 3/24/08 
 
Stanley, Ethan B. II 
 Literary Club (The torches on the Club's coat of arms as a metaphor for the inner  
  inspiration  of members breaking forth in papers) 
 "Light Motifs", President's Anniversary Banquet paper, 10/30/06 
 
 Biography (Frank Duveneck and Elizabeth “Lizzie” Boott;; their social backgrounds,  
  relations to Lizzie’s father and Henry James, artistic developments and   
  accomplishments, eventual marriage, and Lizzie’s death) 

Quartet”, 4/13/09 
 
Stewart, Frank 
 Miscellaneous (Contexts featuring the number 7) 
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 "Why Seven", 4/2/07 
  
Stewart, J. Keith 
 Literary Commentary (Picnics pleasant, unpleasant, and disastrous) 
 "Eating Out or Lucubrations Upon Certain Literary Picnics and Outings", 6/11/07 
 
Strauss, Stephen D. 
  History (The 1927 George Remus murder trial) 
 "A Fool?", 3/19/07 
 
Tew, John M., Jr. 
 Medicine (The history of human body dissection from Hellenistic times to the  
  present, with special praise for the illustrations in the 16th century   
  published work of Vesalius) 

“Renaissance of  Vesalius”, 5/12/08 
 
Thompson, Morley P. 

Biography (Elizabeth “Betsy” Marblury: New York socialite, women workers’ advocate,  
 inventor of the profession of actor’s and writer’s agent) 

 Thompson, Morley, “Literary Lady”, 1/12/09  
 
Tomain, Joseph P. 
 Fiction (Murder most subtle.  See Act 2 by Albert Pyle and Act 3 by Frederick  
  McGavran) 
 "A Death at the Club, Act 1", budget 3/26/07 
 
Tomb, Howard L. 
 Biography (Doolittle raider Thomas Carson Griffin) 
 "I Thought I Had Missed the Earth", 4/9/007 
 
Troup, Stanley B. 
 Biography (The Mendelsohn familyfrom founder Moses to composer Felix) 
 "Moses et al", 4/16/07 
 
Trufant, Samuel A. 
 History (The Battle of New Orleans in the War of 1812) 
 "The Battle", 6/4/07 
 
Vilter, RICHARD W. 
 Autobiography (His career in medicine and medical administration) 

“Looking Backward”, 4/21/08 
  (Written shortly before the author died and read by  Robert Smith) 

 
Vitz, Robert C. 
 History (The early 1870’s Arctic expedition led by Charles Francis Hall during  
  which he died of  <was murdered by?> arsenic poisoning)  
 “Cold Case File”,  3/3/08  
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 Animals, Birds (Facts, legends, and human likings (often of a food kind) concerning 
 birds; all connected to popular sayingsinvolving birds) 
 “For the Birds”, budget 2/23/09  
 
Wadsworth, Randolph L., Jr. 
 Autobiography (The Ringling Brothers circus, owned by his great uncles and then 
  his uncle, as the author’s playground from small boy up) 
 “Sidewall”, budget, 2/25/08 
 
Watkins, Robert J. 
 History (The effect on Mexican -  and American - histoory of the Mexican Cinco  
  de Mayo victory over the French in 1862) 
 "A Shared Holiday", budget 4/30/07 
 
Wendel, Richard G. 
 Social/Political Commentary (Health care and charities: Common structural and  
  procedural defects) 

“Comparisons between the Delivery of Healthcare and the Delivery of Charitable  
  Services”, 5/19/08 
 
 Social/Political Commentary (The contributions of energy, initiative, and expertise that  
  volunteers can make to charitable organizations, with actual local examples) 
 “The Volunteer as Change Agent”, budget 2/23/09 
 
Wilson, John H. III 
 
 
 
Winkler, Allan M. 
 Biography (Pete Seger) 
 "To Everything There Is a Season", 9/17/07 
 
 Fiction (Dissention and attempted manipulation in an academic department threatened  
   with having to lay off some department members) 

 “Chicken Anyone?”, budget 11/24/08 
 
Winkler, Henry R. 
 
Witten, Louis 
 Biography (Ormsby McKnight Mitchel, Civil War general, astronomer,   
  statesman)) 
 “Old Stars”, 1/7/08 
 
Workman, Rollin W. 
 Humor 

“The Grange Meeting”, budget 4/28/08 
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Autobiography (His last 3 months in the navy at the end of WWII) 
 “The Last Days of the 1013”, budget 4/28/08 

 
Wulsin, John H. 
 Fiction (A boy rejects the elecctronic path for his own life) 
 "The Path", budget 2/26/07 
 
 Fiction (A revolutionary War Hessian deserter find adventure, land, and love on  
  the Ohio River frontier)  

“The Wandering One”, 2/4/08 
 
 
Zuck, Thomas F. 
 Sports (Competitive diving: history, basic moves, difficulties) 
 "Springboard", 11/19/07 
  
 
 
 
 


